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INTRODUCTION 

A. Motivation 

Nature is always a source of inspiration for science and technology. Step by step 

industry has adapted normal nature behaviors into applications for enhancing industrial 

processes or for being used in quality control process. For instance, human panel, 

which have really developed the sense of smell and taste, have been used in food 

industry as quality control system (Pedro Santos et al., 2010). Dogs have been also 

used for detecting explosives or chemical weapons in dangerous places (Oh et al., 

2015, Furton and Myers, 2001). Moreover, in the last decades physician would often 

use the smell sense for diagnosis diseases, for example if the breath of the patient had 

a sweet flavor, it meant that he or she would have diabetes (Pauling et al., 1971, 

Teranish.R et al., 1972). Nowadays, volatile organic compounds have become a great 

interest in medicine for its potential use as diagnosis tool (Baumbach et al., 2005, 

Buszewski et al., 2007, Horvath et al., 2009, Phillips et al., 1999, Phillips et al., 2003a). 

For instance, human panel smells chemical compounds present in samples and a 

cognitive process processes (identification) the information and resolve it according 

some references in the brain. In the same way,  chemical sensors arrays can be used 

instead of human panel (olfactory system), and algorithms for classification and 

identification can replace the cognitive process of the brain (Persaud and Dodd, 1982). 

Note, both human panel and dogs are able to response in few seconds, thus it is 

expected that sensor array provide a response in less time with similar or higher 

reliable results than the nature system. 

Furthermore, when a taster establishes the quality of a product, i.e. wine, the olfactory 

system is actually identifying a pattern from a mixture of chemical compounds and 

some of them at low concentrations.  That means that the instrument must distinguish 

each compound present in the mixture of a sample with a high sensitivity. Moreover, it 

should work in real time because nature systems give a response in few seconds. 

Therefore, the chemical sensors array or any other similar technology need to cover all 

these features for providing a powerful product to the industry.  

In general, chemical sensors are quite sensitive but poorly selective. Chemical sensors 

usually has a fast response but do not accurately identify the composition of the 

compounds present in the sample. There are analytical techniques such as Gas 

Chromatography- Mass Spectrometry which are able to identify each compound 

present in a sample, but the analysis take at least half an hour. On the contrary, there 

are analytical techniques such as spectrometers that allows fast response and certain 

degree of specificity but do not have enough libraries for identifying compounds. 

Certainly, there is a commitment between sensitivity, specificity, selectivity and fast 

response that need to be handled in order to precisely mimic the olfactory system. 

Despite of the fact there has been remarkable improvements for translating the 

functionality of the olfactory system into technology, this technology is far from mimic 

completely the olfactory system above all when the olfactory system is composed of 

thousands of olfactory receptor neurons of the same type(Firestein, 2001). These huge 
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amount of neurons directly implies to have large sensor array for exactly reproduce the 

olfactory system.  In this context, there have been several studies with large sensor 

array for reproducing and studying the diversity importance in olfactory system, among 

of them (Dinatale et al., 1993, Fernandez et al., 2010, Fonollosa et al., 2013, Gutierrez 

et al., 2011). Even though, there are relevant results from these studies, there is a 

significant difference between this large arrays and the physiologic function of the 

olfactory system. There are seriously problems that have been actually studied such as 

sensor damage, humidity effect and specificity. Moreover, this kind of sensor array 

produce huge amount of data, which also require to have a proper storage media and 

algorithms for extracting the information. Under these circumstances, conventional 

chemical sensor arrays do not provide enough performance for being directly 

introduced into the industry, hence new alternatives need to be developed and studied. 

One alternative to the above explained is the Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS). IMS 

spectrometer is able to provide fast measurements to substances under ppm 

concentration. Furthermore, it is a portable instrument becoming really attractive to be 

used in situ applications. On the other hand, IMS has partial selectivity, its response is 

not lineal and low reproducibility. IMS have been mainly used for explosive, warfare or 

illicit drug detection (Eiceman et al., 1990, Eiceman, 1991, Eiceman and Stone, 2004). 

However, other fields have started to introduce IMS into these applications. For 

instance, in medicine there are specific IMS which has been designed for 

measurement the levels of propofol in anesthesia procedure(Zhou et al., 2012, Perl et 

al., 2009, Carstens et al., 2010). Nonetheless, there is not a deep algorithm 

development for enhancing and improving the performance of IMS spectra through 

signal processing.  

Currently, signal processing in chemical sensors is not novel, because many 

algorithms have been designed to tackle specific problems in this kind of sensors. 

Nonetheless, in the IMS field, there has not been a deeply exploration for solving and 

enhancing IMS issues. Among them, alignment peaks, compound identification, non-

linearity behavior, mixture effect, etc. Most of them are mainly present in bio-related 

application when hundreds of compounds are present and the main focus is to localize 

a specific subset of them. Therefore, the proper use or developments of new signal 

processing techniques are crucial for taking advantage of IMS.  

The main objectives in the present thesis are to use and develop signal processing 

techniques for tackling IMS open issues when samples from biomedical and food 

applications are studied - to simplify terminology we are going to refer as bio-related 

applications. Since IMS has been mainly used for explosive detection, which means 

usually a binary detection, bio-related applications provide complexity that is necessary 

to be explored by signal processing techniques. Thus, this thesis is divided into two 

main parts, the first one is devoted to provide IMS solutions for qualitative applications 

and enhancing the IMS spectra analysis through signal pre-processing algorithms, and 

the other one faces IMS problems in front of quantitative measurements. Before 

entering in the description of the different approaches, a brief explanation of the 

general scenario is needed. This chapter introduces this brief scenario description and 

explores the bio-related applications and methodology for volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) analysis.
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B. Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs): An Overview 
The olfactory system is one of the most important sense that nature have for survival 

proposes. Actually, the interaction between most of organisms and odors, which can be 

simplified as a stimulus, plays an important role in nature owing to help for 

communications, eating, mating, fighting and nesting. The olfactory system is also 

known as chemosensory sense due to convert chemical signals into perception. The 

mechanism of olfaction consist of sensing an external stimulus (chemical stimulus) and 

encoding this into an electric signal in neurons, then all signals are integrated and 

processed.  

Figure A (a) shows how insects interact with plants and both organism help each other 

for survival purposes. Note that plant emits chemical substances which are received by 

insects. Thus, both, the fact that an insect can locate a host plant deflecting 

background of the surrounding media based on a pattern (Bruce et al., 2005, Runyon 

et al., 2006), or how domestic dog are able to detect certain human cancers by dog’s 

sense of smell (MedicalDetectionDogs, 2014, Moser and McCulloch, 2010, Horvath et 

al., 2008, Leahy, 2004, Gordon et al., 2008) results quite interesting from a scientific 

and industrial point of view. Thus, mimicking some of these behaviors in our benefit 

using chemical sensors is feasible, challenging and surely useful.  

Odors are a complex mixture of compounds and volatiles. According to the European 

Directive (1999/13/EC), volatile organic compound (VOC) is defined as any organic 

compound, which contain at least the element carbon and one or more of hydrogen, 

halogens, oxygen, having an initial boiling point of less than or equal to 20oC measured 

at standard pressure of 0.01 kPa having a corresponding volatility under particular 

conditions of use. VOCs belong to different classes of chemical compounds including 

hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, acids, and esthers. Some authors 

differentiate VOCs that come from biological samples which are called as biological 

volatile organic compounds (Zhang and Li, 2010, Zhang et al., 2013). This difference 

helps to focus the goal of study in biological process and relate the compounds of 

interest only to a biological issue. In fact, Biological VOCs contains bioinformation 

related with biological metabolism and is noticable that every biological sample has a 

charctaristic fingerprint. In this cotext, the present tesis is refered only to the study of  

biological VOC.  
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(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure A (a) Interaction between plants and insects (Villagra, 2014)  (b) Wine testing (wineclube, 

2010) (c)Detection of cancer based on dog’s sniff (MedicalDetectionDogs, 2014)  

VOCs are usually at very low concentrations (below ppm), and some of them cannot be 

detected by humans but animals and insects do. Actually, the odour perception of a 

human is much lower than a dog or mice, and the limit of detection varies from one 

aroma to another. In consequence, animals can be used for detecting some deases 

such as lung cancer (Figure A (c)) smelling odors than human being are not able to do 

it. However, some humans are able to smell some specific compounds for instance a 

person is able to reject adultaration wines based on the aroma (Figure A (b)). In the 

last years, there has been an interest about smell and technology. For instance, there 

are some news that exemplify this interest such as bees is able to “sniff out” minute 

residues of explosives leading security agencies(BBCnews, 2002), breath test to 

diagnose infections (BBCnews, 2013), body odor ID (ElMundo, 2014), or corked wine 

confuse smell receptors (ABCScience, 2013).  

All of these considerations open new interesting research studies that are far from 

being trivial. Nonetheless, there is not too much comercial equipments in the market, if 

it is compared with other equipment biological inspired. Moreover,  the analytical tool 

should also consider the huge amount of data that need to be proccesed in order to get 

reliable results.   In fact, this field is still in development in order to create small, 

portable and unexpensive sensor or sensor arrays which would be able to provide 

relaible results. It must not be forgotten that is really attractive to have a non-invasive 

and rapid way of measurmenting samples than otherwise can be really unfeasible. 

Consequently, the interest in different research areas such as medicine, food industry, 

quality controls, security has been risen every year and important progress has been 

made up to day. 
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C. Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) Analysis 
There are different areas where VOCs have been studied such as disease diagnosis, 

food safety, agriculture product quality control, warfare and explosive detection and 

drug illicit detection. The procedure for VOC analysis differs from application to 

application, but there are some generalized steps that can be followed in a broad way 

(Figure B). The whole process can be simplified in few steps: (i) sampling, (ii) analytical 

techniques to measurement samples and (iii) data analysis. 

 

Figure B Schematic diagram summarizing the analysis of volatile organic compounds 

i. Enrichment and Sampling technique 

Biological systems produce complicate traces of VOCs whose chemicals differ in 

structure and physicochemical properties. Ideally, the main goal in sampling strategies 

is to get a good compromise between selectivity and sensitivity together with rejecting 

possible interferences or background. Nowadays, enrichment media have been deeply 

explored in this area for having excellent adsorption properties with high extraction 

capacity and selectivity. Thus, the development of nanometer-gas sensing materials, 

nano-gas adsorption material and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are the 

developing hotspot. Kida et al (Kida et al., 2010) has developed a new sensor of SnO2 

nanocrystals that have a great selectivity and sensitivity to ethanol, formaldehyde and 

toluene at 5-400 ug ml-1 levels. Gu et al (Gu et al., 2012) has developed MOFs which 

have good discriminative properties for non-polar compounds for cancer detection. 

These examples show the potential use of enrichment media, but it is mainly focus in 

applications where the VOCs are really known and studied. 

The traditional methods for sampling VOCs are liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) 

(Anthemidis and Ioannou, 2009, Pedersen-Bjergaard et al., 2000), steam distillation 

(SD) (Bowles and Apte, 1998, Fleck and Munro, 1965), simultaneous distillation 

extraction (SDE) (Zhang and Li, 2010), superficial fluid extraction (SFE) (Lang and Wai, 

2001), purge and trap (P&T) (Pillonel et al., 2002, Contarini and Povolo, 2002) and 
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microextraction techniques (Zhang and Li, 2010). SD and SDE are typically used for 

volatiles to be extracted from plants, and can cause unstable VOCs due to thermal 

decomposition. SFE has a high selectivity but is expensive if it is compared with other 

sampling techniques and it is mainly used for extract aroma VOCs from fruit or other 

plants. P&T are known as dynamic headspace in which VOC is continuously carried 

out through a purified inert gas and can be trapped in a sorbent such as Tenax. P&T is 

usually used for off-line sampling and can be coupled to other analytical techniques 

such as Gas Chromatography (GC). Microextraction techniques are miniaturized, rapid, 

simple and environmentally-friendly. The main advantage is that can be used in-vivo 

samples with a very small volume of headspace extraction phase. Solid Phase 

Microextraction (SPME) (Ouyang and Pawliszyn, 2006, Aulakh et al., 2005) is the most 

popular in VOCs analysis. SPME combines concentration, extraction and introduction 

in a unique step where the sensitivity is increased. Nowadays, new and challenging 

sampling techniques for biological sampling are molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) 

(Haupt, 2003) and nanoarrays (Lee et al., 2004). These novel techniques contribute in 

the analysis of specific chemical compounds improving the selectivity of the sensor. 

Certainty, nanoarrays also seeks to attach specific cells or proteins in bionalysis 

studies.  

Certainly, beyond standard sampling techniques, specific sampling techniques have 

been developed owing to the diversity of biological scenarios. For instance, homemade 

sampling techniques have been developed for on-line measurements in breath analysis 

scenarios Figure C (Phillips et al., 2003a). In this case, the patient breathes out into the 

tube and the sample is following trapped into a sorbent trap to pre concentrate the 

sample. At the end the sample is analyzed using a conventional analytical technique 

such as gas chromatogram. The homemade sampling methods usually combine or 

adapt standard techniques to be able to fit in the application. 

 

Figure C Breath sampling technique (Phillips et al., 2003a) developed by Michael Phillips to extract 

volatile organic compounds from human breath 

ii. Analytical Techniques 

There are few analytical techniques that have been used for volatile organic 

compounds analysis. The most common are liquid or gas chromatography due to this 

main characteristics that help in the understanding of complex applications. 

Nonetheless, needs of performing on-line measurements have motivated the use of 

new analytical techniques such as either electronic noses, or fast spectroscopic 

techniques.  Certainty, there are advantages and disadvantages in the use of above 
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analytical techniques from the technology to the subsequent data analysis which are 

explained bellow.  

Gas chromatography and mass spectrometry (GC-MS) (Van den Velde et al., 2008, A 

et al., 2005) is the reference analytical technique in VOC analysis. GC-MS combine the 

separation of GC and the identification of the compounds given by MS (see Figure D 

(a)). The sample is introduced firstly in the GC in which the compounds flow through a 

capillary column and the compounds are retained depending on their physicochemical 

properties.  A chromatogram (Figure D (b)) is generated in this initially step in which 

each compound can be represented by a peak at specific retention time.  Then each 

compound is fragmented in the MS generating a specific fingerprint of the compound 

that is used for identification.  

Since biological samples contain hundreds or thousands of VOCs, GC-MS provides 

more comprehensive results than other techniques. Consequently, GC/MS is well used 

as reference technique, especially when non target analysis is done. Additionally, 

GC/MS allows to be coupled to other sampling techniques, such as SPME or 

headspace, therefor sensitivity of the compounds can be improved and automatic 

analysis can be performed.  Alternative, other configurations of GC, such as 

GCxGC(Mondello et al., 2008) or GC-MS-MS (Ternes et al., 2002), are found in the 

literature which seem to increase the selectivity or sensitivity, but very complex data is 

generated and advanced analytical tools are needed. On the other hand, the limitations 

of GC-MS are: the equipment is quite expensive, the time of analysis is high compared 

with other analytical techniques, is not a portable technique, and qualified personal is 

really needed.  

(a) 
 

(b) 
Figure D (a) Commercial  gas chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) developed by Thermo 

Scientific (Scientific, 2014) (b) Two chromatograms from two different samples showing peaks at 

different retention time. 

Electronic Noses (e-nose) attempt to emulate the human sense of smell intending to 

detect odors or flavors. E-nose combines chemical sensor arrays together with pattern 

recognition strategies in order to reproduce human olfaction process.  An example of 

an electronic nose is depicted in Figure E (a) where several chemical sensors of two 

different manufactures are implemented (Gutierrez et al., 2011). This system attempts 

to emulate the redundancy and diversity that is found in olfactory systems. Besides 

home-made electronic noses, there are commercial e-noses in the market 

(Theenosecompany, 2015, SensigentIntelligent, 2015) 
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E-nose has partial selectivity and can discriminate a widespread of chemicals, but not 

every individual compound. The attractive aspect of e-nose is its small size and the 

ability to perform an on-line measurement in short time. Since the response of e-nose 

is based on changes of the electrical properties of the sensors to the odors, a 

computing system is need for enhancing interpretation of this technology. For instance, 

Figure E (b) shows a response of a chemical sensor array to changes from ethanol and 

acetone of a single sensor(Gutierrez et al., 2011). It can be seen that response of this 

particular sensor changes depending on the substance that is exposed.   

Apart from the partial selectivity, the lack of reproducibility and reliability of conventional 

chemical sensors have hindered the presence of the electronic noses as a solution for 

industry applications. Moreover, e-nose are really sensitive with changes in 

temperature and humidity, therefore they use might be limited in some applications. In 

the last years, nanoarray-material-based sensors have been developed that attempt to 

improve the selectivity of e-nose. For instance, gold nanoparticles have been proposed 

by Peng et.al. (Peng et al., 2009) for rapidly discriminate the breath of lung cancer 

patients from healthy one in high humidity conditions. Other improvement is the use of  

protein receptors to attach specific odor molecules (Goldsmith et al., 2011). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure E (a) Chemical sensor arrays that are used for odor detection (b) response of the chemical 

array to changes of substances between ethanol and acetone. (Gutierrez et al., 2011) 

Spectroscopic techniques are other alternative in VOCs analysis due to its potential 

use in real-time analysis. Spectroscopic techniques allow a fast analysis with a 

moderate sensitive, but lower selectivity without any pre-separation technique coupled 

to it. Among of them, infrared spectroscopy (IR) (Elosua et al., 2009), ultraviolet-visible 

spectroscopy (UV-Vis) (Yoon et al., 2007)and ion mobility spectroscopy (IMS) are the 

most frequently used (Eiceman et al., 2014).  

IMS is based on ionization of gas-phase molecules. This ionization generates new 

ionized molecules that travel into a drift tube region where an electric field is applied. 

The electric field accelerates the incoming molecules in such a way that different 

mobilities are produced from different molecules. The molecule mobility will depend on 

the size, wide and other physic and chemical properties. At the end of the IMS a 

detector is located, thus a spectra is generated in which each peak represents the ionic 

species generated in the measurement process. (see Figure F (b)). Nowadays, the use 

of IMS has been incremented due to small size and its fast response which is attractive 

in real-time applications. Moreover, there are some IMS that are portables and some of 

them provide other kind of sensors improving the substance identification capability 
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such as GDA2 developed by Airsense, Germany (see Figure F (a)). The response of 

the IMS can be interpretable because a peak in the spectra should be correlated with a 

molecule. Nonetheless, two different molecules might have closer peaks that 

sometimes make difficult its interpretation. In Figure F (b) the spectra of ethanol and 

acetone are quite similar. Note that ethanol have a peak which is too close to acetone 

peak. In order to solve these problems, signal processing techniques are required to 

enhance the sensitivity or selectivity of IMS. In chapter one a deeper explanation is 

found.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure F (a) commercial Ion mobility spectrometer GDA2 Airsense, Germany (b) typical response of 

IMS in which three different substances was separately measured. 

iii. Signal Analysis 

The first issue to be considered is to enhance the signal (chromatogram, spectra, 

response) using pre-processing strategies whose goal is to eliminate artifacts, noise 

reduction, peak detection and normalization. Certainly, the pre-processing steps are 

totally linked to the kind of signal obtained by the analytical technique. For instance, 

baseline correction is critical in chromatograms to ensure a properly peak detection 

above the noise level of the instrument, or alignment is also critical to ensure that a 

compound is the same in different samples both GC/MS and IMS analysis.  

Besides preprocessing, there are a huge amount of possibilities for signal analysis. 

Which is the best way to face the work depends on the application. On the other hand, 

most of the analytical signal processing needs can be classified in two main groups: 

qualitative/classification analysis or quantitative/regression analysis. For example, 

principal component analysis (PCA) is an extensively used tool for visualizing the data 

that can be associated to qualitative analysis, and to solve a calibration problem falls 

into the field of quantitative analysis.   

In this work I will present solutions for VOC analysis based on IMS measurements. The 

primarily use of IMS was in explosive and illicit chemicals detection in which the 

detection was based on a binary decision using one or few known compounds. It is 

only a few years ago that the interest of using multivariate techniques to address 

complex data from IMS have been risen, in virtue of novel bio-related applications has 

appeared too. These bio-related applications contain thousands of compounds which 

makes unfeasible the use of univariate strategies because the behavior of the 

compounds into IMS brings additional drawbacks. For example overlapping of peaks 

from unknown compounds is a problem to be solved. In the same context, quantitative 

and qualitative problems have been poorly explored. Indeed, quantitative problems are 
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better solved than qualitative ones. Univariate calibration is usually used for solving 

qualitative problems, which means to choose a relevant peak (compound) and fit a 

curve.  On the other hand, visual inspection is used for solving qualitative problems. 

Therefore, multivariate strategies are proposed to handle with these “new” problems for 

getting reliable results. 

D. Biomedical and biological application using VOCs analysis 
Different scenario have been addressed in biological VOCs analysis among of them 

food safety, clinical studies, insect’s behavior, and quality control.  

For instance, in clinical studies one of the main focuses is to find a set of biomarkers 

related to some specific pathology such as lung cancer using a reliable non-invasive 

and early diagnosis tool. The underlying idea is that there might be specific subsets of 

VOCs that should be linked to a specific pathology. The goal is to extract specific 

information from hundreds or thousands of compounds that can be found in breath, 

urine or skin samples. In this context, to choose a sampling and analytical technique 

are critical but also the data analysis for finding the specific biomarkers and rejecting 

the non-informative compounds, is a key point. GC/MS is the gold standard for finding 

biomarkers in such complex matrix, but its lack of portability is sometimes a limitation 

for being used in hospitals as point of care system. Thus e-nose and spectrometry, 

especially ion mobility spectrometry, emerge as a complementary alternative for in-situ 

analysis. Lung cancer (Westhoff et al., 2009, Phillips et al., 2007, Phillips et al., 2003a, 

Di Natale et al., 2003), breast cancer(Phillips et al., 2010, Phillips et al., 2003b) 

,tuberculosis  and asthma(Delfino et al., 2003) are some examples of clinical studies 

using biological VOCs analysis.   

The other big area of study is related to quality control in food and beverages. This 

area pays attention in enhance quality control or improve industrial process to reject 

spoiling food. For example, there are studies to monitor freshness of fruit (Lindinger et 

al., 1998, Borsdorf et al., 2009), meat (Vestergaard et al., 2007, Vestergaard et al., 

2006, Karpas et al., 2002, Bota and Harrington, 2006), fish (Karpas et al., 2002), etc. 

The fraud detection it also studied for wine industry (Holmberg, 2010, Garrido-Delgado 

et al., 2011a), Iberian ham(Alonso et al., 2008), olive oil (Garrido-Delgado et al., 

2011b), etc. Also, detection of contaminants in final products has risen in the last years 

because it have a direct economic effect in the industry, which might be caused by both 

environmental and manufacturing factors such as detection of TCA in wine and cork 

stoppers (Maggi et al., 2008, Karpas et al., 2012). Another hotspot is the screening and 

detection of pesticides in plants (Borsdorf et al., 2009)or infections in plants (Schmelz 

et al., 2003, Runyon et al., 2006, Lang and Wai, 2001, Cardoza et al., 2002). 
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E. Summary 
During this chapter the importance of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) has been 

discussed and the diverse applications where VOCs are used, among of them clinical, 

food control and safety studies. The biological samples, which are formed by hundreds 

of VOCs, have specific and relevant information that need to be extracted for being 

used in the different areas of study.  However, it is really important to pay attention in 

how to obtain this information and perform the subsequent analysis in order to get 

reliable and accurate results.  

Furthermore, there have been introduced the typical procedure for VOCs analysis. 

Obviously and depending on the application there are several ways for sampling and 

extract VOCs from the sample. Furthermore, there are different analytical techniques to 

be used with advantages and disadvantages. One of these instruments is IMS 

providing fast, simple and in-situ measurements. IMS is an attractive alternative 

analytical technique for VOCs analysis, especially in applications where a fast analysis 

is required. On the other hand, IMS has a moderate selectivity and non-linear behave. 

Nevertheless, using the proper signal processing algorithms a considerable 

improvement can be obtained in spectra analysis of IMS. Chapter One introduces the 

pros and cons of IMS used as stand-alone instrument and the potential use in bio-

related applications. Moreover, an extended summary will be presented covering 

univariate and multivariate strategies together with their use in IMS nowadays in 

chapter two. In the present thesis, specific data sets were created in order to test 

different signal processing strategies that is presented in chapter three.  The results are 

present in chapter four for qualitative response and chapter five for quantitative results 

using univariate and multivariate strategies for bio-related applications. Finally, the 

main conclusions are presented at the end of this thesis. 
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